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by Joe Murphy, CCEP, CCEP-I

Evaluating your compliance 
program: Insiders and 
outsiders

THE LAST WORD

A core element of an effective compliance  
and ethics program is periodic  
 evaluation and review. This point was 

introduced into the Sentencing Guidelines with 
the 2004 revisions, but is increasingly found in 
standards and recommendations around the 

world. For example, it is one of the 
12 items in the OECD’s Good Practice 
Guidance. Two questions that come to 
mind are, how often to evaluate and 
who does the evaluation?

As for frequency, there should 
certainly be a substantial review by 
an independent third party at some 
time in the process. But this misses an 

equally important point: Evaluation does not 
require looking at every part of the program 
every time you conduct a review. Instead, there 
are multiple elements of your program that can 
be reviewed.

First, there is each risk area. A review of 
your FCPA program may tell you nothing about 
antitrust compliance. An excellent privacy 
compliance program may not help you if your 
anti-harassment program is challenged. So 
each risk area can be reviewed. Second, there 
is each part of the business. You may be doing 
a tremendous job in France, but your people 
in Turkey may not even know you have a 
program. The Sales department may have been 
audited, but the Legal department may never 
have experienced any part of the program. 
Finally, there is each program element. Have 
you reviewed the effectiveness of your training? 

Have you made test calls to your helpline? 
Have you reviewed any investigation files?

Who does the review? Certainly we have 
to accept the notion that reviewing our own 
work cannot be considered independent. It is 
important, at times, to bring in independent 
reviewers, particularly those who have no 
stake in the results—which would also exclude 
those who have designed and worked on 
the program. Bring in a new team to see if 
your overall program meets the standards 
and actually works. For example, have an 
independent compliance expert look at your 
antitrust compliance program with new eyes.

But there should also be ongoing, more 
limited reviews of the different parts of the 
program. This can be done by your internal 
resources: compliance professionals, lawyers, 
and internal auditors, to name some obvious 
candidates. A compliance person in one part 
of the business might review the program in 
another operation. An auditor might be trained 
and assigned to check on your background 
checking system.

Evaluation of any business activity is 
a core management concept. Checking the 
various parts of your program regularly to 
see what is actually going on will improve 
your program, and also give you confidence 
if you ever need to make a presentation to a 
government agency. ✵
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